BUFTOD 2012 - International Scientific Conference

Building the urban future & transit oriented development

PARIS Marne-la-Vallée FRANCE 2012 16/17 april

http://www.lvmt.fr/buftod2012

Reference keynote speaker
Robert CERVERO, University of California Berkeley

connecting with urban & regional development

rail & other modes
The BUFTOD conference is a dedicated arena for the debate on TOD, allowing the crossing of scientific disciplines and the associated approaches, exchanging on cases studies at the international level (in Europe, Americas, Asia ...).

The BUFTOD 2012 conference will explore the role of rail and other transport modes in transit oriented development and the connection with spatial development at the urban and regional scales.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

- Robert CERVERO, University of California, Berkeley
- Gebhard WULFHORST, Technical University, Munich
- Fernando LOZADA ISLAS, Autonomous University at Ciudad Juarez
- Alain L’HOSTIS, French Institute of Science and Technology for Transport, Development and Networks, LVMT
- Claude SOULAS, French Institute of Science and Technology for Transport, Development and Networks, GRETTIA

More information / registration: www.lvmt.fr/buftod2012

See our hotel selection on line with special rates

Contact: buftod2012@gmail.com
Phone: 00 33 1 44 64 14 54 / 15